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Abstract—Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals
serve as a worldwide timing reference in numerous technological
sectors. Yet GNSS receivers are vulnerable to so-called spoofing
attacks that can manipulate the time reference. We illustrate
the need for a probabilistic security model in the context of
authenticating a timing signal as opposed to the traditionally
non-probabilistic security models of message authentication and
cryptography. Our primary contribution is establishing the nec-
essary conditions for timing assurance in the context of security-
enhanced GNSS signals. In addition, we formulate a probabilistic
framework for timing assurance that combines cryptography and
statistical signal processing across multiple network layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals provide

a global time reference that synchronizes telecommunication

networks, power grids, and air traffic. The security of GNSS

broadcasts is a concern because attackers can transmit coun-

terfeit, or spoofed, signals that can deceive victim receivers

into reporting an incorrect position, velocity, or time solution

[1]. Spoofing attacks can impede handoff between cell phone

base stations, cause power outages, or crash unmanned aerial

vehicles [2]–[4]. To defend against spoofing, GNSS receivers

seek to authenticate GNSS signals—that is, to verify that

the received signals (1) originated from the declared satellite

transmitter, and (2) arrived without delay [5], [6].

GNSS timing assurance, the topic of this paper, and mes-

sage authentication, which ensures data security [7], can be

distinguished by their security models. Message authentication

is predicated on the computational infeasibility of finding

weaknesses in the underlying cryptographic functions or dis-

covering the private signing key—tasks whose probability of

success is vanishingly small [8]. By contrast, the intrinsic secu-

rity of timing assurance is weaker and demands a probabilistic

security model because the information of interest is conveyed

through the signal timing in addition to the modulated data

[5], [9]. Thus, even without reading or altering the modulated

data, malefactors can manipulate the information content of a

timing signal simply by delaying the signal itself.

GNSS anti-spoofing techniques are categorized as either

cryptographic methods that employ secure keys [5], [10],

[11] or as non-cryptographic methods that are designed to

be sensitive to certain GNSS signal statistics [12], [13]. To

date, there is no encompassing framework that addresses the
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Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the public-key digital signature system. The
verification algorithm V(·) asserts if the message-signature pair {m, s} is
authentic: the holder of kprivate generated {m, s} exactly.

probabilistic nature of each technique or offers an expedient

way to combine multiple techniques for a probabilistic security

analysis.

Our primary contribution is establishing necessary con-

ditions for timing authentication of security-enhanced (i.e.,

cryptographic) GNSS signals under a probabilistic framework

that combines cryptographic and statistical signal processing.

We then show how statistics meeting these necessary condi-

tions can be coupled with non-cryptographic statistics in a

generalized probabilistic framework.

II. DATA MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION

Data message authentication is predicated on the compu-

tational infeasibility of (1) performing a brute-force search

for the secret signing key, or of (2) reversing one-way hash

functions. The probability of success of either task even under

the most optimistic assumptions—the fastest supercomputers

running the most advanced cryptanalysis techniques—is so

vanishingly small that standards bodies assume near-absolute

security of data authentication techniques over periods of

years. The National Institute of Standards and Technology

considers standardized data authentication techniques with an

underlying cryptographic secret key strength of 112 bits secure

through the year 2030 [14].

Public-key digital signature algorithms are often employed

to achieve data message authentication (e.g., signing emails

with the Digital Signature Algorithm). Here, a cryptographic

signature algorithm S generates a message signature s based on
the input message m and a secret cryptographic key kprivate:
S(kprivate,m) = s. Application of a cryptographic verification
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algorithm V to the message-signature pair {m, s} with a

corresponding cryptographic public key kpublic derived from

kprivate results in a Boolean: V(kpublic, {m, s}) = T or F . If

true, the result confirms that the owner of kprivate generated

{m, s} and that {m, s} arrived without modification. The

public-key digital signature model is illustrated in Figure 1.

We assume that s is unpredictable prior to reception, be-

cause so far as it is known, the tasks of either (1) recovering

kprivate from any number of signed messages or from kpublic,
or (2) predicting s based on m or kpublic are computationally

infeasible. These tasks are difficult to talk about in probabilis-

tic terms. Instead, the assumption is based on the mathematics

of the underlying cryptographic functions and the scrutiny of

security experts worldwide that has yet to reveal a weakness

in the approach.

In data message authentication, the result of V is a sufficient

statistic; no other metric is assumed to offer any additional

information about the authenticity of the message-signature

pair. By analogy with other detection tests described later, one

can consider this statistic in the context of a hypothesis test:

V is tested against a threshold to determine the difference

between the null hypothesisH0 (no spoofing) and the alternate

hypothesis H1 (spoofing). The probability of detection PD,V

of an attack against a cryptographic message authentication

system, either an attack that modifies {m, s} or forges s, is
effectively perfect (i.e., PD,V = 1). The probability of false

alarm PF,V = 0.

Given the near certainty with which the technique guar-

antees data message authentication, it may be surprising that

data message techniques alone are insufficient to authenticate

timing signals. In the next section, two types of attacks against

security-enhanced GNSS signals will illustrate why signal

authentication requires both data message and timing authen-

tication. Data message authentication is a necessary, but not

sufficient, component of comprehensive signal authentication.

The latter requires components that span the sub-physical to

presentation layer.

III. SECURITY-ENHANCED SIGNALS

Below the physical layer, in what might be called the

signal definition layer, security-enhanced (i.e., signed) GNSS

signals must be specified to include a priori unpredictable

data, referred to as a security code, that can be validated only

after broadcast. Define the security code w = {m, s}, and let

it modulate a typical spread-spectrum timing signal modeled

at the output of a receiver after demodulation and sampling

[5]:

Yk = wkck cos(ωIF tk) +Nk (1a)

= wksk +Nk (1b)

Here, at sample index k, wk is a security code with chip

length Tw, ck is a spreading code with chip length Tc, ωIF is

the downmixed carrier frequency, and Nk is additive white

Gaussian noise samples. Note that sk ≡ ck cos(ωIF tk) is

deterministic.

The defining feature of wk is that some or all of its symbols

are unpredictable to an attacker prior to broadcast but can be

validated after [5]. The message-signature pair generated via

a public-key digital signature technique confers both features,

although other techniques could be employed instead (e.g.,

symmetric-key encryption). The security code enables two

critical components in support of signal authentication: (1)

data message authentication and (2) hypothesis testing for

security code estimation and replay attacks.

IV. ATTACKING SECURITY ENHANCED SIGNALS

Security-enhanced signals force an attacker to either record

and re-broadcast the entire signal or to estimate wk on-the-fly.

A. Record and Playback Attack

In a record and playback attack, the attacker records the

entire radio-frequency spectrum containing the security-coded

signal and replays it at a later time. For a single signal,

the combination of the authentic and recorded signal can be

modeled as

Yk = αwk−dsk−d +Na,k + wksk +Nk (2)

Here, Na,k is the noise introduced by the attacker, d > 0 is the

number of samples of delay introduced between the recording

and playback of the signal, and α is the attacker’s amplitude

advantage factor.

B. Security Code Estimation and Replay Attack

A security code estimation and replay (SCER) attack affords

an attacker significantly greater flexibility than under a record

and playback attack but also requires significantly more effort

[10]. In a SCER attack, an attacker attempts to estimate wk

on-the-fly and broadcast a signal with correct security code

estimate:

Yk = αŵk−dsk−d + wksk +Nk (3)

Here, ŵk−d is the attacker’s estimate of the security code and

the other quantities are as before. The better the estimate of

ŵk−d, the greater the likelihood the SCER attack is successful.

The delay d is the sum of the processing/transmission delay

and the estimation/control delay. The former does not enhance

ŵk−d, while the latter is a spoofer-controlled choice to allow

it more time to form ŵk−d.

C. Insufficiency of Data Message Authentication

Consider applying the data message authentication tech-

nique of Sec. II to the attack modeled in Eq. 2. For a

very strong α (i.e., α ≫ 1), the spoofed signals overpower

the authentic signals. In turn, the GNSS receiver would

authenticate the signal: wk−d would pass V because it was

generated from kprivate. Note that V cannot identify d. The
result is a successful attack that modifies the victim receiver’s

time estimate by d. The SCER attack proceeds similarly,

but its success depends on the accuracy of ŵk−d. Clearly,

signal authentication requires verifying the consistency of the

incoming signal timing (i.e., timing of the spreading and
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security code) with the receiver’s own time estimate. While V

is effective for source authentication, it does not offer timing

authentication.

The presence of noise Nk in Eq. 1 causes additional

difficulties for V. Strong noise can cause bit errors, despite

application of error correction techniques [15], which results

in V = 0. Bit errors occur at a known rate under H0. The

probability of a false alarm when verifying {m, s} of length

N{m,s} is PF,V = 1−(1−pe)
N{m,s} where pe is the probability

that a single bit is decoded incorrectly.

To reduce the false alarm rate of message authentication in

the presence of noise, it is appropriate to consider the statistic

B = V∧E where E represents the output of an error detection

routine (i.e., E = 1 for no errors detected). If B asserts under

H1, then an attack is detected: V = 0 and E = 1. If B remains

low under H0, then either verification passes or errors were

detected in the bit stream. If B asserts under H0, then there

was a false alarm.

The probability of false alarm PF,B is the probability that

the error detection routine failed to detect errors when errors

were present. For modernized GNSS signals, this is a very low

probability because both error correction and error detection

are applied. Note that error correction and detection only

applies to low-rate security codes (e.g., at the bit-level) and

not high-rate security codes (e.g., embedded in the security

code) [10]. For the latter, V is considered alone. Finally, note

that cryptographic operations occur at the presentation layer

as defined by the Open Systems Interconnection model [16].

The remaining sections describe the necessary elements for

signal authentication, including timing consistency and SCER

detectors at the physical layer, and illustrate why the intrinsic

security model of signal authentication demands a probabilistic

framework compared to pure data authentication.

V. TIMING CONSISTENCY CHECK

A critical component of signal authentication is verifying

that the incoming signal timing is consistent with the receiver’s

time estimate. The timing consistency check is a hypothesis

test at the physical layer on the difference between the received

and predicted code phase of the spreading code ck [5].

Let τ̃km
be the measured code phase of the arrival time of

a feature of the incoming signal, and let τ̄km
= E[τkm

|Ykm−1 ]
be the predicted code phase given all measurements Ykm−1

where Ykm−1 ≡ [Y1, Y2, . . . , Ykm−1
]T . Here, m represents the

index corresponding to the measurement whose measurement

interval spans from tkm−1
to tkm

. The hypothesis test is

νkm

H1

≷
H0

γν (4)

Here, νkm
= τ̃km

− τ̄km
is the innovation, or difference,

between the measured τ̃km
and predicted code phase τ̄km

.

The time-varying value of γν depends on a pre-set false

alarm probability PF,ν and on the innovation’s conditional

distribution, p
νkm |Ykm−1 (ξ|Y

km−1), which is derived from

p(τ̃km
− τkm

) and p
τk,Y

km−1 (ξ|Y
km−1). Typically, the dis-

tributions are assumed to be Gaussian. The threshold is the

value of γν for which

PF,ν =

∫ ∞

γν

p
νkm |Ykm−1 (ξ|Y

km−1)dξ (5)

The timing hypothesis test depends critically on the ac-

curacy of the receiver’s internal oscillator because the latter

provides a reference for measuring the promptness of the in-

coming signal. Thus, somewhat counterintuitively, the receiver

must already have an accurate estimate of time, and know its

estimate to be accurate, if it is to validate the promptness of

an incoming timing signal. Note that timing consistency alone

cannot detect spoofing attacks in cases where the spoofed

signal’s delay remains below γν . Thus, timing consistency

is necessary but not sufficient for timing authentication of

security-enhanced GNSS signals; it must be combined with

other tests to ensure a high probability of spoofing detection.

VI. SCER DETECTOR

The SCER detector is a hypothesis test at the physical layer

to detect if the security code arrived intact and promptly. This

test takes the form of a correlation between the incoming

signal and a locally-generated signal replica that measures the

promptness and accuracy of the incoming signal relative to

the receiver’s local clock. The full derivation and performance

evaluation of the SCER detector is in [10]; a summary is

offered here.

Let s = [slm , slm+1, . . . , slm+N−1]
T be a realization of

the vector of N security-code chip-level statistics for start

index lm. Here, each element of s is a weighted correlation of

the received signal Yk with the code-carrier replica sk and a

locally-generated copy of the lth security code. The weighting

function emphasizes more heavily the samples of the security

code that immediately follow a security code chip boundary,

because this is the time when the spoofer’s estimate ŵk−d is

most uncertain and, thus, the authentic and spoofed signals are

most easily distinguishable. After some manipulations on s to

form L(s), the detection test takes the form:

L(s)
H1

≷
H0

γL (6)

The distribution of L(s), pL|Hj
(ξ|Hj) for j = 0, 1, is

distributed as a non-central chi-square distribution with N
degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter λj . Given

pL|Hj
(ξ|Hj) for j = 0, 1, the threshold γL can be chosen to

satisfy a pre-determined probability of false alarm PF,L by

solving for γL in

PF,L =

∫ ∞

γL

pL|H0
(ξ|H0)dξ (7)

A corresponding probability of detection PD,L is

PD,L =

∫ ∞

γL

pL|H1
(ξ|H1)dξ (8)

One assumptions of the SCER detector is that the spoofed

signals power advantage is no more than 4 dB greater than the

authentic signals. This leads to the next necessary component

of security-enhanced GNSS signal authentication.
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VII. TOTAL IN-BAND POWER MONITOR

During a spoofing attack against a security-enhanced GNSS

signal, an admixture of authentic and spoofed signals are

present (c.f., Eqs. 2 and 3), which will increase the measured

in-band signal power PT . The purpose of this detector is to

monitor the nominal in-band power levels and detect when

additional power is present due to spoofed signals, thereby

limiting the power advantage of the spoofer.

Consider the following hypothesis pair, which models PT

as measured by a defender’s front-end:

H0 : PT = PA +N0B, (9a)

H1 : PT = PA + PS +N0B (9b)

Here, PA =
∑

i PA,i is the total received signal power from

each authentic signal PA,i, PS =
∑

i PS,i is the total received

signal power from each spoofed signal PS,i, N0 is the one-

sided noise power density at the low-noise amplifier (LNA),

and B is the one-sided LNA filter bandwidth.

A spoofer seeking to maximize the likelihood of a success-

ful attack will set its power advantage factor η ≡ PS/PA > 1
since higher values of η reduce the defender’s probability of

detecting a spoofing attack (c.f., [10], Sec. IV.B). Applying

this notation to the hypothesis pair in Eq. 9 yields

H0 : PT = PA +N0B, (10a)

H1 : PT = PA(1 + η) +N0B (10b)

Given the densities pPT |Hj
(ξ|Hj) for j = 0, 1, an optimal

detection test exists:

PT

H1

≷
H0

γPT
(11)

The threshold γPT
corresponding to a specific probability of

false alarm PF,PT
can be computed:

PF,PT
=

∫ ∞

γPT

pPT |H0
(ξ|H0)dξ (12)

A corresponding probability of detection PD,PT
is

PD,PT
=

∫ ∞

γPT

pPT |H1
(ξ|H1)dξ (13)

In practice, computing analytical forms of pPT |Hj
(ξ|Hj)

for j = 0, 1 for the detection test of Eq. 11 is intractable

because η has no determinable distribution and N0 can vary

widely depending on the number and time-varying magnitudes

of natural and man-made interference sources that contribute

to TI . Given these difficulties, a more modest goal for the

in-band signal power test is sought.

Because the SCER detector assumes that η ≤ ηmax, the

modest goal of the operational in-band signal power detection

test is to limit η ≤ ηmax so that values of η > ηmax result

in the measured PT exceeding γPT
for an acceptable PF,PT

.

A value of γPT
that meets these goals can be derived based

on historical atmospheric data from [17]. In addition, so-

called personal privacy devices (i.e., jammers) are becoming

increasingly prevalent. Statistics of these devices in [18] can

further help set γPT
.

VIII. PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK

In the case of data message authentication, only the mea-

surement z = V was necessary to determine the authenticity

of {m, s}. In the case of signal authentication, the timing

consistency, SCER, and in-band power detector and error

correction are required to authenticate the GNSS signal. Under

the probabilistic framework for cryptographic GNSS signal au-

thentication, the measurement incorporates all of the statistics:

z = [V ∧ E, ν, L, PT ]
T (14)

Given z, one can consider the joint probability distribution

p
z|Hj

(ξ|Hj) for j = 0, 1 and form the appropriate tests

based on the density function. In this case, the system-wide

probability of false alarm PF is

PF =

∫ ∞

γ

p
z|H0

(ξ|H0)dξ (15)

for a given γ. A corresponding system-wide probability of

detection PD is

PD =

∫ ∞

γ

p
z|H1

(ξ|H1)dξ (16)

The probabilistic framework for signal authentication offered

here illustrates how the intrinsic security of signal authentica-

tion is much weaker than that of data message authentication.

The security depends on multiple detection tests at several

network layers (i.e., sub-physical, physical, and presentation

layers) each with their own probabilities of detection and

false alarm. Furthermore, the system-wide PD and PF are

set subject to a security risk assessment unique to individual

users and scenarios.

A. Combination with Non-Cryptographic Techniques

The statistics that represent the necessary conditions for

security-enhanced GNSS signal authentication can be readily

coupled with other non-cryptographic statistics in a general-

ization probabilistic framework. Non-cryptographic techniques

have been proposed that examine incoming signal statistics of

Yk for distortions that are present during a spoofing attack [12].

One example is the complex early-minus-late tap difference

D. To combine this statistic with the cryptographic statistics

in Eq. 14, D is simply appended to z:

z = [V ∧ E, ν, L, PT , D]T (17)

Then, a new characterization of p
z|Hj

(ξ|Hj) can be computed

either analytically or empirically.

B. Characterizing the Joint Probability Distribution

The success of this probabilistic approach to GNSS sig-

nal authentication hinges on the correct characterization of

p
z|Hj

(ξ|Hj). Thus far, only two hypotheses were considered:

the null hypothesis of no spoofing, and the alternative hypoth-

esis of spoofing. In practice, additional hypotheses need to

be tested. For example, multipath causes statistical variations

similar to spoofing [19]. If the spoofing and multipath hypoth-

esis are indistinguishable then a high false alarm rate exists
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[12]; hence, a multipath hypothesis is necessary to reduce

false alarm rates between spoofing and multipath. Thus, three

hypothesis will each need to be characterized.

Characterizing p
z|H0

(ξ|H0) under the null hypothesis H0

is amenable to an analytical solution assuming the thermal

noise Nk takes on a Gaussian distribution. Characterizing

p
z|H1

(ξ|H1) under the multipath hypothesis H1 is suited to

a combined analytical and empirical approach. Multipath can

be modeled analytically [20] but the combinations of real-

world recordings with a theoretical analysis will offer a better

characterization of p
z|H1

(ξ|H1) than analysis alone. Finally,

characterizing p
z|H2

(ξ|H2) under the spoofing hypothesis H2

is only possible empirically, and even then, only partially.

The number of spoofing attack vectors is enormous; only a

subset can be considered. Empirical analysis will leverage the

Texas Spoofing Test Battery [21]. This collection of recorded

spoofing scenarios is available for evaluating civil Global

Positioning System signal authentication techniques and offers

a wide-range of potential spoofing attacks with which to

generate p
z|H2

(ξ|H2).

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has illustrated why data message authentication

techniques alone are not sufficient for timing assurance in

the context of a security-enhanced Global Navigation Satellite

System (GNSS) signal. Instead, a probabilistic framework that

combines cryptography and signal processing detection tests at

multiple network layers is necessary to capture the subtleties

and the weaker intrinsic security of signal authentication. Fu-

ture work will characterize the joint distribution p
z|Hj

(ξ|Hj)
under M -ary hypothesis testing for a combined cryptographic

and non-cryptographic anti-spoofing approach.
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